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Abstract 

DocumentDB is another “Enormous Data” database motor made by Microsoft and oversaw 

as an service inside of their Azure Cloud structure (right now accessible in their Azure 

Preview Portal). It is a NoSQL report arranged database, which spares “Key-Value” sets of 

records. It is practically identical on a basic level to other NoSQL document-oriented 

databases, for example, MongoDB. A record orchestrated database is a sort of NoSQL 

database which is used for saving, recuperating and managing "semi-composed" data. 

"Semi-organized" infers that each record (i.e. "report") can have its own specific inside 

structure of fields, sub-fields and sub-records. This is as opposed to a relational database 

where each table is firmly characterized by a particular rundown of sections and types. 

Document stores, including the oversaw Azure service gave by DocumentDB. You can 

likewise run other report stores in Azure VMs, for example, MongoDB. Key/quality stores, 

including the oversaw Azure service given by tables. You can likewise run other key/worth 

stores in Azure VMs, for example, Risk. 
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INTRODUCTION 

DocumentDB is another report database 

offering from Microsoft Azure. It unites 

the best of No-SQL and the cloud, to give 

you a vigorous adaptable information 

determination engine. In case you are as of 

now acquainted with document databases, 

for example, MongoDB or RavenDB, it 

works comparatively. In the event that you 

have not played around with them yet, 

then DocumentDB is a decent one to begin 

with, in light of the fact that you do not 

need to stress over provisioning a server or 

arranging the establishment. Azure 

DocumentDB is a NoSQL document 

database service composed starting from 

the earliest stage to locally bolster JSON 

and JavaScript straightforwardly inside the 

database engine. It is the right answer for 

web and mobile applications when 

unsurprising throughput, low inertness, 

and adaptable question are vital. Microsoft 

customer applications like OneNote as of 

now utilize DocumentDB underway to 

bolster a great many clients.
[1]

 

 

DocumentDB is a genuine diagram free 

NoSQL record database administration 

intended for cutting edge portable and web 

applications. DocumentDB conveys 

reliably quick peruses and composes 

construction adaptability, and the capacity 

to effectively scale a database all over on 

interest. It does not accept or require any 

pattern for the JSON documents it indexes. 

As a matter of course, it naturally indexes 

every one of the archives in the database 

and does not expect or require any pattern 

or production of auxiliary lists. 

DocumentDB empowers complex 

impromptu questions utilizing an SQL 

dialect, backings all around characterized 
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consistency levels, and offers JavaScript 

dialect incorporated, multi-archive 

exchange preparing utilizing the 

recognizable programming model of put 

away strategies, triggers, and UDFs 

(Figure 1). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Programming Model of Document 

DB. 

 

DocumentDB locally bolsters JSON 

reports empowering simple iteration of 

application schema. It grasps the 

pervasiveness of JSON and JavaScript, 

dispensing with befuddle between 

application characterized items and 

database pattern. Profound joining of 

JavaScript additionally permits designers 

to execute application logic proficiently 

and specifically – inside of the database 

engine in a database exchange (Figure 

1).
[2]

 

 

Steps for Create an Document DB 

Account 

To use Microsoft Azure DocumentDB, 

you must create a DocumentDB database 

account by using the Azure preview portal. 

(1) Sign in to the online Microsoft Azure 

Preview portal. 

(2) In the Jumpbar, click New, then click 

Data + Storage, and then click Azure 

DocumentDB (Figure 2). 

 

Azure DocumentDB Resources 

Azure DocumentDB accomplishes data 

over well-defined database resources. 

These resources are simulated for high 

availability and are distinctively 

addressable by their logical URI. 

DocumentDB suggests a simple HTTP 

based RESTful programming model for all 

resources. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Creating Document DB Account. 

 

The DocumentDB database record is a 

remarkable namespace that gives you 

access to Azure DocumentDB. Before you 

can make a database account, you must 

have an Azure membership, which gives 

you access to an assortment of Azure 

administrations. All assets inside 

DocumentDB are displayed and put away 

as JSON documents. Assets are overseen 

as things, which are JSON reports 

containing metadata, and as sustains which 

are accumulations of things. Sets of things 

are contained inside of their separate 

feeds.
[3]

 

 

The Figure 3 below shows the 

relationships between the DocumentDB 

resources. 
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Fig. 3. Relationship B/W DocumentDB 

Resources. 

A database record comprises of an 

arrangement of databases, each containing 

various accumulations, each of which can 

contain put away strategies, triggers, 

UDFs, reports, and related connections. A 

database likewise has related clients, each 

with an arrangement of authorizations to 

get to different collections, stored 

procedures, triggers, UDFs, reports, or 

attachments. While databases, clients, 

consents, and accumulations are system 

defined assets with surely understood 

schemas – documents, stored procedures, 

triggers, UDFs, and attachments contain 

arbitrary, user defined JSON content. 

 

SQL Query 

Azure DocumentDB backings questioning 

records utilizing a SQL dialect, which is 

established in the JavaScript sort 

framework, and expressions with backing 

for rich various levelled inquiries. The 

DocumentDB inquiry dialect is a 

straightforward yet intense interface to 

question JSON reports. The dialect 

underpins a subset object development, 

and capacity conjuring. DocumentDB 

gives its question model with no explicit 

schema or indexing insights from the 

developer. 

 

User Defined Functions (UDFs) can be 

enlisted with DocumentDB and referenced 

as a major aspect of a SQL question, in 

this way extending the grammar structure 

to bolster custom application rationale. 

These UDFs are composed as JavaScript 

programs and executed inside of the 

database. 

 

Azure Document DB backings questioning 

of records utilizing a commonplace SQL 

(Structured Query Language) like syntax 

over various leveled JSON reports without 

requiring unequivocal schema or making 

of secondary indexes. This point gives 

reference documentation to the 

DocumentDB SQL query language.
[4]

 

Contents 

This reference topic contains the following 

 SELECT query 

 SELECT clause 

 FROM clause 

 WHERE clause 

 Scalar expressions 

 Operators 

 Constants 

 Query performance guidelines 

 Built-in functions 

 

ARCHITECTURE 

DocumentDB brings together the best of 

No-SQL and the cloud, to give you a 

robust scalable data persistence engine. 

Here is what you need to know to start 

developing projects with it. 

 

Notwithstanding working with a dialect 

driver, DocumentDB can utilize a local 

REST interface. In fact, the client drivers 

are largely wrappers around the REST 

interface. The usage pattern is fairly 

straightforward as this diagram 

summarizes below (Figure 4). 

 

 
Fig. 4. System Structure of DocumentDB 

Account. 

 

Data Interchange Format 

In this connection the expression “Data 

Interchange Format” is just a formal 

method for depicting a convention that is 

javascript:void(0)
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_select_query
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_select_clause
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_from_clause
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_where_clause
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_scalar_expressions
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_operators
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_constants
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_query_perf_guidelines
https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/azure/dn782250.aspx#bk_built_in_functions
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utilized to speak to information amid 

transmission to and from customer and 

database server. Just to illuminate, for 

most database platforms, how information 

is physically put away on disk is 

commonly not the same as how it is really 

put away/overseen in memory and 

transmitted over the wire.
[5]

 DocumentDB 

utilizes JSON to signify documents which 

is initially gotten from the Javascript 

dialect and it is presently depicted by two 

contending principles, RFC 7159 and 

ECMA-404.For the most part, only your 

average JSON data fragment. One thing to 

search for is the _self-property; this field is 

pervasive (and extraordinary) to all 

archives in DocumentDB. The reason for 

_self is to go about as an immutable 

essential key field. Seeking on _self is the 

quickest approach to recover a resource. 

MongoDB utilizes BSON which is an 

exclusive extension (or superset) of JSON. 

While there is no official standard, a 

particular can be discovered on the web 

(Figure 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. The Structure of a DocumentDB 

Account. 

 

The assets are further delegated a 

"framework asset" and "client 

characterized asset." From the chart assets 

like "DocumentDB record," "Databases," 

"Clients," "consents," "accumulations," 

"put away methodology," "triggers," and 

"UDFs" are all framework resources and 

they have settled outlines. Yet, documents 

and attachments are “user-defined” and 

have bendable schema. DocumentDB 

backings stored procedure and triggers; 

this creates it probable to appraise multiple 

documents in one transaction. Although, it 

funds only single transaction possibility: 

All the documents contributing in the 

transaction room must belong to one 

collection only. Data types maintained by 

DocumentDB are the similar types that are 

maintained by JSON.  

 

It bolsters local information sorts like 

strings, numbers, Booleans, date time, and 

complex sorts like nested objects and 

arrays. It additionally backings mass 

supplement operations and every one of 

the records in the mass operation are dealt 

with as one exchange. The transaction is 

conferred just if every one of the archives 

is embedded effectively. DocumentDB 

likewise bolsters asset caching and the 

administrations are accessible as a 

RESTful service. 

 

By difference, MongoDB does not have a 

local REST interface. It can be a touch of 

befuddling on the grounds that while there 

is no local backing, there are outsider open 

source wrappers written in different 

dialects (Node, Python, yet unfortunately 

no .NET).  

 

What MongoDB has accessible for 

engineer to utilize is the MongoDB Wire 

Protocol – binary protocol communicated 

over TCP/IP and more recently the 

MongoDB Meta driver. This permits 

nondialect particular systems to influence 

working with MongoDB much like an 

immaculate REST interface would (aside 

from you need to know a tiny bit about 

working with TCP).For the typical line-of-

business desktop/web application it is 

difficult to imagine utilizing REST 

http://docs.mongodb.org/meta-driver/latest/
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(DocumentDB) or TCP (DocumentDB and 

MongoDB) over utilizing a dialect 

particular driver. 

It winds up being significantly more work 

with a more prominent chance for error 

(surely no gather time checking) shorts a 

portion of the security ensures. All things 

considered, if an engineer needed to 

compose their own dialect particular driver 

then REST (DocumentDB) or TCP 

(MongoDB) would be the most ideal 

approach to go. There may even be 

situations (e.g. lightweight IoT devices) 

that can't run .NET, Node.js however are 

capable of making straightforward HTTP 

GET, POST, PUT calls; these eventual 

possibility for working with a REST API. 

One last point important here is that 

having a REST service as a major aspect 

of PaaS implies that Microsoft can 

discharge overhauls and quickly 

individuals can exploit new elements. Also 

there is backing constructed in for working 

with various renditions of the API 

underway by determining the particular 

adaptation in the REST header and along 

these lines permitting the movement 

process from more seasoned to more up to 

date as effortless as could be allowed. 

 

ADVANTAGES 

Develop Applications with Rich Query 

and Transactions over Schema-Free 

Json Data 
A typical issue for designers is that 

application schemas always develop. 

DocumentDB naturally indexes all JSON 

reports added to the database, then gives 

you a chance to utilize well known SQL 

syntax to question them without 

determining schema or optional files in 

advance. With DocumentDB, construct 

modern, adaptable, mobile and web 

applications with a novel mix of robust 

questioning and value-based information 

handling. Expand the force of 

DocumentDB with JavaScript based 

custom question operators or user defined 

functions (UDFs). Furthermore, the local 

JSON information model empowers 

simple incorporation with web stages and 

instruments. Indeed, even run Hadoop 

employments over information put away in 

DocumentDB utilizing the connector. 

 

Helps deliver reliable and configurable 

performance. 

 

DocumentDB is conceived in the cloud 

and sponsored by blazingly quick, low-

dormancy, compose advanced, SSD 

storage. Accomplish quick, unsurprising 

execution withheld assets to convey on 

your throughput needs. Capacity and 

throughput scale linearly with expense by 

means of combinable units as application 

needs develop. Tune and exchange off 

consistency through all around 

characterized levels – solid, limited 

staleness, session and possible – to suit 

application situations and execution needs 

instead of confronting the test of picking 

between the two extremes of solid and 

consequent consistency. Data is 

automatically replicated to provide high 

availability. 

 

Reliability 

DocumentDB is conceived in the cloud 

and sponsored by blazingly quick, low-

inactivity, compose enhanced, SSD 

storage. Accomplish quick, unsurprising 

execution with saved assets to convey on 

your throughput needs. Capacity and 

throughput scale linearly with expense by 

means of combinable units as application 

needs develop. Tune and exchange off 

consistency through all around 

characterized levels – solid, bounded 

staleness, session, and consequent – to suit 

application situations and execution needs 

as opposed to confronting the test of 

picking between the two extremes of solid 

and possible consistency. Information is 

naturally duplicated to give high 

accessibility. 
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Lessen erosion and multifaceted nature 

when accessing so as to assemble new 

business applications databases through 

CRUD, question, and JavaScript handling 

over a straightforward RESTful HTTP 

interface. Programming against 

DocumentDB is basic, receptive, open, 

and does not require custom encodings or 

augmentations to JSON or JavaScript. Get 

up and running rapidly with a library of 

tooling including SDKs for JavaScript, 

Java, Node.js, Python, and NET. 

 

Fully Managed 
Dispose of the need to oversee database 

and machine assets. As a completely 

oversaw Microsoft Azure service, you do 

not have to oversee virtual machines, 

convey and arrange software, or manage 

complex data-tier upgrades. 

 

Every database is automatically backed up 

and protected against regional failures. 

You can easily add a DocumentDB 

account and provision capacity as you 

need it, allowing you to focus on your 

application instead of operating and 

managing your database.
[6]

 

 

Elastically Scalable Throughput and 

Storage 
Effortlessly scale up or downsize 

DocumentDB to meet your application 

needs. Scaling is done through fine grained 

units (accumulations) of held SSD 

sponsored capacity and throughput. You 

can flexibly scale DocumentDB with 

unsurprising execution by making more 

units as your application develops. 

 

Open by Design 
Get in progress rapidly by means of 

present skills and tools. Programming in 

contradiction of DocumentDB is modest, 

amenable, and does not necessitate you to 

assume new tools or adhere to tradition 

extensions to JSON or JavaScript. You can 

admittance all of the database functionality 

comprising CRUD, query, and JavaScript 

dispensation above a modest RESTful 

HTTP interface. DocumentDB 

encirclements current formats, languages, 

and standards while contribution high 

value database competences on top of 

them. 

 

DISADVANTAGES 

These are things one might assume or 

expect in a document database (MongoDB 

has all of these) but for whatever reason 

have not made the cut yet. 

 

Async by Design 

The .NET API for DocumentDB fully 

supports the .NET async pattern. In other 

words, .NET SDK provides classes for 

each DocumentDB task with many 

asynchronous methods that ends with the 

Async suffix. If you still haven’t worked 

with the async and await modifiers in C#, 

it is highly recommended that you come 

up to speed in this area before tackling 

DocumentDB programming. 

 

Cost 

By dissimilarity, DocumentDB is an Azure 

service and necessitates an Azure account. 

It is not permitted though there are 

numerous conducts to partially/fully offset 

the cost consuming programs such as 

DreamSpark and BizSpark. 

 

Pricing for DocumentDB is dogged by 

Performance level units – S1, S2, and S3. 

To each level shares the subsequent 

constraints; 10GB of SSD storage 

demonstrating a single collection. A 

database can also comprise practically 

limitless document storage and amount 

partitioned by collections. The difference 

in pricing (S1 being the cheapest, S3 being 

the most exclusive) is tied to the number 

of Request Units (commonly abbreviated 

as “RUs”).  

 

https://www.dreamspark.com/
http://www.microsoft.com/bizspark/
http://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/details/documentdb/
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For S1, a collection in DocumentDB 

supports up to a determined of 250 

RUs/second, for S2 it is 1000/RUs/second, 

and for S3 it is 2500/second. 

 

Consistency 

In the database world, consistency alludes 

to the precision of what is being perused 

from the database versus what is really put 

away in the database at a given point in 

time. For low volume traffic this is a 

nonissue; the database appears to be 

consistent. However when there is a high 

volume of traffic, the database can 

generally deal with things in one of two 

ways for a given query: first, it can return 

a result immediately which may not take 

into account the most recent composes 

(and thusly may not be altogether exact) 

or, second, it can hold up until all the 

applicable composes have been conferred 

over all imitations and after that arrival an 

outcome (totally precise). On account of 

the previous, we say the database is “very 

accessible” on the grounds that there is no 

deferral in handling an inquiry (read 

operation). On account of the last, the 

database is “predictable” in light of the 

fact that the outcome from a question 

precisely reflects what is in the database. 

By differentiation, DocumentDB has four 

levels of consistency as characterized on a 

sliding scale. The four levels speak to a 

sliding size of consistency where “strong” 

is completely CP and “consequent” is 

completely AP. Of course, DocumentDB 

has “Session” level of consistency where 

“composes are proliferated 

nonconcurrently while peruses for a 

session are issued against the single 

imitation that can serve the requested 

version”. 

 

Binary Large Object (BLOB) Storage 

Sometimes there are scenarios where the 

data being stored exceeds the capacity of 

the document size imposed by the 

database.  

 

As of the written work of this article, 

DocumentDB's most extreme report size is 

512 KB and MongoDB's is 16 MB. The 

suggestion here is that DocumentDB 

incorporates consistently with Azure Blob 

Storage. On the off chance that an Azure 

Blob Storage case doesn't exist, one is 

naturally provisioned when the primary 

keep in touch with blob stockpiling is 

issued. 

 

Limited Support for Aggregates 

By totals we essentially mean the capacity 

to execute what might as well be called 

GROUP BY, SUM, AVERAGE sort 

operations. MongoDB can utilize its Map-

Reduce or Aggregation Framework to 

fulfill this. Right now DocumentDB is 

constrained to totals yet just successful 

over a solitary segment. 

 

Limited Tooling 

All the more particularly, UI tooling, in 

reasonableness, this appears like a typical 

topic for record databases where the desire 

has been that the group would venture up 

and make something. For MongoDB we 

have things like MongoVUE and 

RoboMongo. For DocumentDB 

authoritatively there is the Azure entry 

which is to some degree constrained in 

what it brings to the table. 

 

APPLICATION 

Mobile Applications 

We can utilize DocumentDB with Azure 

Mobile Azure Mobile Services with a 

.NET back end is manufactured utilizing 

the WebAPI, so controllers, models, 

courses, and so on., are additionally the 

building blocks of the administration. 

Another configuration thought is that 

Azure Mobile Services isolates the 

operations of the API and the component 

that handles how the information is put 

away. On account of this division of 

concerns, you can change where 

information originates from or where it is 
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spared, without real changes to the 

execution of the APIs.  

 

To accomplish this, the configuration of 

Azure Mobile Services presents the idea of 

a domain manager. 

The part of the area administrator is to deal 

with the semantics of the hidden store of 

information and give a reliable interface 

that permits the typically create, read, 

update, and delete (CRUD) situations. On 

top of the domain manager, Azure Mobile 

Services gives a non-specific controller 

that uncovered this usefulness as REST 

operations. The controller additionally has 

a sort parameter and is the kind of 

substance speaking to the information that 

the customer gets and sends to the API. 

This substance is frequently alluded as a 

data transfer object (DTO). 

 

Web Solutions 

WE can consume the DocumentDB 

service delivered by Azure to accumulate 

and admittance data from a Python web 

application hosted on Azure and assumes 

that you have few previous knowledge 

using Python and Azure websites. 

 

This database tutorial shields: 

 Making and provisioning a 

DocumentDB account. 

 Creating a Python MVC application. 

 Connecting to and using Azure 

DocumentDB from your web 

application. 

 Deploying the web application to 

Azure Websites 

 

CONCLUSION 

Relational databases are well known and 

simple to utilize. Be that as it may, they're 

not the best decision for an expanding 

number of uses. Whether this is on the 

grounds that the application needs more 

adaptability than a relational system can 

give or in light of the fact that the 

information the application works with 

isn't a solid match for relations or on the 

grounds that relational storage is just 

excessively costly, a NoSQL arrangement 

is frequently better. Perceiving this reality, 

Azure gives both relational and NoSQL 

choices. 

 

Like all advances, NoSQL stores have 

upsides and downsides. Doubtlessly, 

relational storage will keep on being the 

right decision for a considerable lot of 

your new applications. In any case, when a 

SQL-based alternative isn't proper, don't 

be reluctant to run with NoSQL. Azure 

backings each major NoSQL approach 

today, either as a oversaw administration 

or by running it in VMs. As the 

applications we manufacture keep on 

developing, anticipate that NoSQL 

advancements will get more mainstream. 
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